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Abstract

In this research, we want to show various ideologising instances
present in Spanish-American lexicography (from the mid-19th century
to the early 20s of the 20th century), such as some aspects related to
the question of Eurocentrism, its problems, some critical perspectives
and its reaffirmation in some speech acts. For instance, from the
examples it will be possible to appreciate the Spanish lexicographical
ignorance of the Latin American reality. Furthermore, the problems
that have been generated from the Spanish-American lexicographic
discourse are due to the fact that the information present in the Royal
Spanish Academy’s Dictionary is insufficient or non-existent in
relation to the Spanish-American lexicon. At the same time, some
reflections and disputes related to how long it takes to “consecrate” a
neologism of irregular formation from Latin America within the
official lexicographic tradition will be shown.

1. Reading Dictionaries; Dictionaries as Speech; the Ideology Present in
a Dictionary.

As they are historical and linguistic objects (Courtine 1981), it is

necessary to study dictionaries as discourses and treat these lexicographic

discourses as representations that rescue historical, political and social

contexts of the community in which the dictionary was written. In other

words, the lexicographic discourse refers to an ideological dimension linked to

the conditions of production in which it was formulated, as well as the

circumstances of its enunciation and, furthermore, its broader socio-historical

context1.

1 A specialacknow ledgm enttoKilianKennedy w hoassistedw ithtranslation.
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Therefore when reading a dictionary (when critically studying it,

dictionaries are read), memories and, above all, ideologies and social

imaginaries
2

are activated. Regarding ideology, understood in the most general

way as the "general beliefs (knowledge, opinions, values, truth criteria, etc.), of

entire societies or cultures", (Van Dijk 1999: 92), the reflections of Pascual and

Olaguíbel (1991) and Camacho (2003-2004 and 2013) are pertinent when it

comes to the impossibility of a lexicographer achieving objectivity when writing

a dictionary2, that is, of omitting any ideological reference in the lexicographic

exercise. These authors affirm that any effort to erase the traces of ideology in

a lexicographical work is practically impossible. 3

Although ideological references can be found throughout the dictionary,

such as in titles, paratexts, typographical arrangement, markings or in the

selection of the lemario (index of entries), “the most likely place for the

appearance of ideological contents has been – and continues to be – the

lexicographical definition” (Azorín 2011: 122), something that I will return to

later with the examples selected for this study.

In turn, ideology in lexicographic discourse, can be analysed in various

ways; for example, some authors, in order to methodologically organise their

study and analysis, have mentioned some outstanding elements, such as Blecua

(1990), who recommended looking at personal deictics and their entire sphere,

something that was usual in the foundational Spanish-American lexicographic

discourse until the dawn of the 20th century. The spatial deictics, such as

"Spain and Europe" as references, will be fundamental in the examples selected

in this essay; the temporary deictics, as in the old days, in the modern day, today,

now; the first person plural pronoun – nosotros – and its abbreviated form – nos

– which in the selected examples will mark the difference between Hispanic

Americans and Spaniards – or, strictly speaking, with the Spanish entity Royal

Spanish Academy (RAE) – the verb forms conjugated in the first person of the

plural and the possessive pronouns, where it is also insisted on that unity (be it

national, be it continental) of Hispanic America and its reality; adjectives and

other evaluative elements, such as affective or evaluative subjective and

affective suffixes, which abound and, in the selected examples, will account for

linguistic attitudes or critical reflections, such as the question of Eurocentrism

2 It'sw hatP érez(2000:12)calls“ T osociologically considerthelexicographictext” .
3 L auria 2011,2012a and 2012b have w orked very w ellw ith concerning the foundationalArgentine

lexicography and thefirstcentenary oftheN ation-S tateand w hatCasaresproposed in hisfoundingstudy
ofS panishlexicography (1950).
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or the critical situation of the Spanish-American lexicon within the official

lexicography from Spain.

In addition, I would like to use some of the very helpful distinctions made

by Camacho (2013: 71-72) who classified the information present in the

definitions of the dictionaries of Cubanisms in various ideologies.

First, for this research, I will use for this research the concept of social

ideology, that is, the statement is presented in relation to individuals in their

capacity as members of society, such as can be seen in many of the selected

examples in both the Hispanic-American community or a particular American

country compared to Spain, the United States, and Europe.

Second, identity ideology, where the statement is presented in relation to

the features that distinguish or identify the nation, a constant aspect as will be

seen in some of the examples, especially in words whose definitions account

for and inform about a certain national or continental reality.

Third, ideology linguistics, where the statement is presented in relation to

the ideal of language and correctness, the founding engine of Spanish-

American lexicography, either to validate a use or to censor it.

Finally, I will follow the line of Forgas, who in a foundational study

regarding ideology and lexicography, stated that each word, each entry in a

dictionary: “is, in reality, an ideologeme, since through the lexicographic

definition that word is transferred to terms of meaning, or, what is the same,

to terms of ideology” (Forgas 1996: 73).

The ideologeme, a concept coined by Angenot (1982), is understood as “the

representation, in the ideology of a subject, of a practice, an experience, a

social feeling. The ideologeme articulates the contents of social consciousness,

enabling its circulation, its communication and its discursive manifestation in,

for example, literary works”. (Kerbrat-Orecchioni 1980: 35). In fact, in this

study some ideologemes will be presented, say, “uncomfortably” within the

lexicographic practice that has to do with the Spanish-American lexicography

and the characteristic Spanish-American lexicon.

In summary, in this research, we want to show various ideologizing

instances present in Spanish-American lexicography (from the mid-19th

century to the early 20s of the 20th century), such as some aspects related to

the question of Eurocentrism, its problems, some critical perspectives and its

reaffirmation in some speech acts.

From the examples it will be possible to appreciate the Spanish

lexicographical ignorance of the Latin American reality. Also, the problems
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that have been generated from the Spanish-American lexicographic discourse

are due to the fact that the information present in the Dictionary of the Royal

Spanish Academy is insufficient or non-existent in relation to the Spanish-

American lexicon. Some reflections and disputes related to how long it takes to

“consecrate” a neologism of irregular formation from Latin America within the

official lexicographic tradition will also be discussed.

2. The Question of Eurocentrism: its Criticism and its Acceptance.

The question of Eurocentrism in metalexicographic studies in the

Spanish language has been dealt with, from a critical point of view, quite

latterly. It is not until Lara's studies towards the end of the last century when

the Eurocentrism that Spanish-American lexicography has had since its dawn,

began to be emphasised (cf. Lara 1990) from various angles; for example,

constantly subjecting lexicographical planning to academic works, by pointing

out which word is or is not in the academic dictionary, or that if such a word is

defined in a certain way, its use in another variety is incorrect.

In turn, most of the authors of Spanish-American lexicography until well

into the twentieth century handled one monological exemplarity in the

Spanish language: the variety regulated by the Royal Spanish Academy (RAE).

In this way, the information that exists in these lexicographical articles is

usually, directly or indirectly, a dialogue with this entity. There was not,

strictly speaking, until well into the twentieth century a knowledge of the

concept of linguistic variety and most of the time, this is usually considered

erroneous or subordinated to a prestigious variety.

What is presented below are very interesting cases where you can see

both sides of the coin. On the one hand, there is a subordinate attitude to an

entity such as the RAE, with a constant concern that the said Diccionario entity

integrates, incorporates, or modifies definitions of the relevant lexicographical

articles. On the other hand, there is a critical attitude towards Eurocentrism,

be it in sharp criticism towards the RAE, for example, or towards the ignorance

that the European has before the Latin American reality.

3. Some Cases in the Foundational Spanish-American Lexicography
Before the Beginning of the 20th Century.

1. “Este lujo la Real Academia Española solo se ha gastado con la madre
patria.” [This luxury the Royal Spanish Academy has only afforded the
mother country.]
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There are some cases in which the proposal in some lexicographical

articles resides in including and extending the concepts in pursuit of the

visibility of an American reality. In other words, the ideologeme in these

lexicographical articles has to do with the silencing of the Spanish-American

reality. Such is the case of the pair of examples of lexicographical articles of

demonyms present in the Diccionario de Chilenismos y de otras voces y locuciones

viciosas (Dictionary of Chileanisms and Other Non-Standard Words and Phrases) of the

diocesan priest Manuel Antonio Román (published in 5 volumes, between 1901

and 1918). One is bonaerense (“from Buenos Aires”):

Bonaerense, adj. Natural de Buenos Aires. Ú.t.c.s. Perteneciente o
relativo a esta ciudad de América. Adición del último Dicc. ¿Por qué
llama este a Buenos Aires ciudad solamente y no también provincia?
Porque entendemos que su intención ha sido dar los nombres
gentilicios de los Estados de América y de sus respectivas capitales
solamente, y no los de provincias, departamentos, ciudades de segundo
orden, villas, aldeas, etc. Este lujo solo se ha gastado con la madre
patria. (1901-1908)

[Bonaerense, adj. Born in Buenos Aires. [Also use like a noun].
Belonging or relating to this city in America. Addition of the last Dict.
Why does he call Buenos Aires only a city and not also a province?
Because we understand that his intention has been to give the national
names of the States of America and their respective capitals only, and
not those of provinces, departments, second-order cities, towns,
villages, etc. This luxury has only been afforded to the mother country.
(1901-1908)]

Román's claim in relation to the semantic fields incompletely covered in

the RAE’s dictionary – this case in particular, that of the demonym – goes

beyond accounting for an absence. In effect, this absence or insufficiency

implies a detriment to the information related to Latin America. The irony also

stands out: "This luxury has only been afforded to the mother country." Or in

the case of Buenos Aires, what Manuel Antonio Román asks is that he realise

the Chilean reality, as in Buenos Aires, because in the Royal Spanish Academy’s

Dictionary he has not added the reference to the inhabitants of Valparaíso,

Chile: "As this is our main port and so beautiful [...] it is right that we call the

inhabitant of it porteño and everything that belongs to and is relative to it"

(1913-1916). Something that Zerolo did (1895) and that the Royal Spanish

Academy’s Dictionary began to do in the 1984 edition (for both references, see

the NTTLE).
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2. “Deje pues a un lado la academia los escrúpulos de monja y el cierto
puntillo de amor patrio.” [Put aside, RAE, the scruples of a nun and
the certitude of patriotic love.]

The verb independizar (make independent) brings with it an interesting

normative history that caused it to be absent from many dictionaries,

something that caused suspicion in some South American intellectuals,

precisely because of the historical connection to which the verb refers. The

ideologeme, in this case, is a question of the censorship of Spanish-American

neologisms, as in the case of this verb.

The morphology of the verb did not correspond to the necessary rules

for a verb ending in –izar, something that was observed for the first time by

Rufino José Cuervo, who vetoed it in all editions of his Apuntaciones críticas

(Critical Notes), always suggesting the use of emancipar o hacer independiente

(emancipate or make independent) instead of the verb independizar (cf. 1867-1872;

1876). In the 1907 edition he affirmed: “a independizar no le faltan abogados,

pero su formación es a todas luces defectuosa, y solo podría disculparse por

una especie de haplología que hubiera aligerado el teórico inacabable

independentizar” (1907).

Along these lines, one who did not advocate for the use of the verb is

Carlos Gagini: “The Spanish have always said emanciparse, hacerse independiente,

libertarse, (to emancipate themselves, to become independent, to liberate themselves),

but Americans exclusively use the verb to become independent. As the

formation of this neologism does not conform to the derivation principles

established by grammar, we advise the use of peninsular terms” (1892). From

Spain, Eduardo de Huidobro: “I say the same: neither this verb nor the noun

independence are Castilian. You have to say become or be independent." (1903).

The RAE began by including the verb in its “manual” dictionary,

(published from 1927 to 1989), which was a sort of proving ground for words

which might or might not be acceptable in the normative “usual” dictionary.

The “usual”, or popular dictionaries could penalise its use: "Useless neologisms

emancipar or emanciparse " (1927), something that is replicated from Latin

America by authors such as the Chilean José Toribio Medina (1928), the

Dominican Federico Llaverías (1940) and the Colombian Félix Restrepo (1943)

who recognises that the verb is very generalised (cf. RAE file).

In turn, there is another line that advocates its use and, what is more,

seeks that the RAE incorporates the term in its dictionary. Along these lines is

the Peruvian Ricardo Palma, who also connects the verb with the Hispanic-
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American historical process: “Since we became independent from Spain, this

insurgent verb has been alive, as well as its reflexive independizarse, without

any American, learned or uneducated, taking care to find out whether or not it

is in the Dictionary” (1896).

Palma will be one of the great defenders of the verb and its

officialisation, as well as a great critic because the RAE does not consider it in

its index of terms: “The Academy, which has dislike, annoyance and ill will

towards such a verb, maintains that it is enough and exceeds with emancipar”

(1903). Palma's arguments are semantic, not touching on anything related to

morphological construction: “we Americans say that the slave is emancipated

and the child of the family is emancipated, protected by law and by the civil

code; but that the peoples become independent" (1903) and he will not tire of

bringing up the historical relevance of the verb in Latin America:

“Whoever emancipates himself does so protected by law, and rare is
the case in which emancipation is the result of litigation and sealed
paper. On the contrary, independence is almost always obtained by the
peoples by dint of fighting and shedding blood […]. The conquest,
which is an imposition of force, does not create rights. The yoke is
broken in the same way that it was imposed, by force; and that cannot
be called emancipation but liberation, independizarse." (1903).

He is followed by the Chilean diocesan priest Manuel Antonio Román,

who recognises that it is a verb: "It is widely used, mainly in Latin America"

(1913), for whom, following the line of unilateral dialogue with the RAE so that

it "accepts it in its dictionary” […] “and it already seems ripe enough for

admission” (1913). Unlike Palma, who advocates for semantic reasons, Román,

along with countering Cuervo's position, responds to haplology with euphony:

…pero a nadie puede convencer esta razón, porque al formar los
vocablos largos, las lenguas no siguen escrupulosamente las leyes de la
fonética, sino las de la eufonía. Por eso a nadie le ocurrió decir
analisizar, de análisis, ni sintesizar, de síntesis, ni irisizar, de iris, ni
catequesizar, de catequesis, ni descatolicizar, de católico, etc., sino que
todos optaron por una forma más breve y eufónica: analizar, sintetizar,
irizar, catequizar, descatolizar. Y esto sin salir de los verbos en izar,
para que la réplica sea más concluyente. (1913)

[but nobody can convince this reason, because when forming long
words, languages do not scrupulously follow the laws of phonetics, but
those of euphony. That is why it did not occur to anyone to say
analyze, of analysis, or synthesize, of synthesis, or irisize, of iris, or
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catechesise, of catechesis, or de-catholicize, of Catholic, etc., but
everyone opted for a shorter and more euphonious form: analyze,
synthesize, irize, catechize, de-catholize. And this without leaving the
verbs in “izar”, so that the reply is more conclusive.] (1913)

Then comes one of the characteristic outbursts of the priest who,

although he followed the opinions of the RAE, did not shrink at the moment of

verifying any inconsistency or neglect of the Spanish entity: “Let the academy

put aside the scruples of a nun and the certitude of patriotic love regarding the

admission of this verb and do us the gallantry to accept it” (1913).

The verb ended up lemmatised in the RAE Dictionary in its 1956 edition.

Regarding how a use censored by the same institution was established, it is

worth remembering the words of one of its defenders, Ricardo Palma, who

argued:

Si nos echáramos a rebuscar autoridades, nos sería difícil encontrar
escritor notable en nuestras repúblicas que no haya usado el verbo
independizar, contra el cual no hay razón filológica para que no se le
estime como de legítima y buena cepa castellana” (1903).

[If we were to search for authorities, it would be difficult for us to find
a notable writer in our republics who has not used the verb
independizar (to become independent), against which there is no
philological reason why it should not be considered as a legitimate and
good Castilian strain.]

Regarding this, the same RAE Fichero (file) brings some emblematic

examples of the use of the verb in writing by some important Spanish

intellectuals, such as the orientalist and member of the Royal Academy of

History Josep Maria Millàs Vallicrosa:

Lo mismo que entre las distintas dinastías en Oriente, de hecho
independizadas, en España cada príncipe quería emular el lujo y
esplendor de la corte bagdadí” Poesía hebraio-española, 1940.

[The same as between the different dynasties in the East, in fact
independent states, in Spain each prince wanted to emulate the luxury
and splendor of the Baghdad court .]

Also, the writer and academic from the RAE Carmen Conde;

Hace dos años sin justificación alguna determinó independizar su vida
de la mía”, En manos del silencio, 1945.
[Two years ago without any justification she determined to make her
life independent from mine"]
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The member of the RAE, writer and academic, Miguel Delibes:

y, al fondo, una escarpada muralla de roca viva que les independizaba
del resto del valle”, El camino, 1950.
[and, in the background, a steep wall of living rock that made them
independent from the rest of the valley.]

The philologist and romanist Martin de Riquer:

con la sola excepción de Guifred, o sea Wilfredo el Velloso, conde de
Barcelona, que logró la victoria política de independizarse del rey de
Francia”, Los cantares de gesta franceses, 1952.
[with the sole exception of Guifred, that is, Wilfredo el Velloso, Count
of Barcelona, who achieved the political victory of becoming
independent from the King of France.]

3. “Los europeos, que saben tan poco de América que da grima” ("The
Europeans, who know so little about America that it is creepy.“

In the case of the Diccionario de chilenismos y de otras voces y locuciones

viciosas (first volume, 1901-1908), the diocesan priest Manuel Antonio Román

directly expresses his annoyance at the lack of knowledge of Hispanic

American history: In the case of the Diccionario de chilenismos y de otras voces y

locuciones viciosas (first volume, 1901-1908), the diocesan priest Manuel Antonio

Román directly expresses his annoyance at the lack of knowledge of Hispanic

American history:

Bolívar, m. “Moneda de plata de Venezuela, equivalente a una peseta.
Es la unidad monetaria”. Admitido en el último Dicc., pero con tres
defectos, a nuestro juicio: 1.º no dar la etimología, que, aunque para los
americanos sea sabidísima, porque ninguno de ellos ignora quién fue el
venezolano Simón Bolívar, no lo es así para los europeos, que saben tan
poco de América que da grima; […]. (1901-1908)

[Bolívar, m. “Silver coin from Venezuela, equivalent to one peseta. It is
the monetary unit. Admitted in the last Dict., but with three defects, in
our opinion: 1st not giving the etymology, which, although for the
Americans it is very well known, because none of them ignores who
the Venezuelan Simón Bolívar was, it is not so for Europeans, who
know so little about America that it's creepy. […]. (1901-1908)]
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To what extent would there be a lack of knowledge about who Simón

Bolívar (1783-1830) was at the dawn of the 20th century? The first references

are from encyclopedic lexicography: twenty years after Bolívar's death, the

encyclopedic dictionaries of Domínguez and the Gaspar y Roig publishing

house (1853) included it in two biographical lexicographical articles.

It is also interesting how Bolívar is characterised: Domínguez qualifies

him as a liberator, while the Gaspar y Roig Diccionario starts by qualifying him as

“Founder of the Republic of Bolivia” and then describing him as “dictator and

later president of the Republic of Colombia ", closing the end of his life with

"but accused of aspiring to tyranny, he resigned this position."

Towards the end of the century there is the third encyclopedic reference,

that of the encyclopedic dictionary of Zerolo (1895), where the qualifications

for Bolívar are substantially modified, since it starts with an “Illustrious

general”, closing, towards the end of his days with "ingratitude and envy [that]

will haunt the last years of his life." In addition, Zerolo includes for the first

time the meaning referring to the currency (the bolívar) as the ninth meaning

(the only one of language, since the remaining seven have to do with

geographical references).

Similar qualifications in another encyclopedic dictionary, already from

the 20th century is the one given by Rodríguez-Navas (1918): “Famous

American general”. On the other hand, Román refers to the term in terms of its

monetary meaning and asks the Royal Spanish Academy’s Dictionary for an

etymological reference for the metonymy in question, which is done, for the

first time, in Alemany (1917), followed by the Academy in the 1925 dictionary:

"From the name of Simón Bolívar, who initiated the Independence in

America", to modify it in the dictionary of 1992 to: "From S. Bolívar, 1783-1830,

Caracas military man who initiated the Independence of America”, which

remains to this day.

From the name of Simón Bolívar, who initiated the Independence in
America", to modify it in the dictionary of 1992 to:

From S. Bolívar, 1783-1830, Caracas military man who initiated the
Independence of America”, which remains to this day.

This etymological mention has not been exempt from critical reflections,

such as that made by the Mexican writer Marcos E. Becerra in his Rectificaciones

y adiciones al Diccionario de la Real Academia Española (1954):
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Con decir ‘de América del Sur’ la R. Academia Española, habría sido
más justiciera de lo que quizá intentó serlo en esa anotación. Porque, a
cada uno lo suyo. Bolívar, el gran Bolívar, inició la independencia de
Sudamérica; la de Norteamérica, Jorge Washington; la de Mesoamérica,
Hidalgo” (467-468).

[By saying ‘from South America’ the R. Academia Española would have
been more just than perhaps it tried to be in that annotation. Because,
to each his own. Bolívar, the great Bolívar, initiated the independence
of South America; that of North America, Jorge Washington; that of
Mesoamerica, Hidalgo.]

4. Conclusions.

Starting from some examples taken from the foundational Spanish-

American lexicography, I wanted to show some aspects of ideology in the

Spanish-American lexicographic discourse from the mid-nineteenth century to

the early 20s of the twentieth century. I have focused mainly on what is related

to the Spanish-American dichotomy, such as some aspects related to the

question of Eurocentrism, its problems, some critical views and its

reaffirmation in some cases.

Many of the aspects that are usually worked on when ideologically

analysing a lexicographic discourse (personal deictics, spatial deictics, first-

person singular and plural pronouns, possessive pronouns, evaluative

adjectives, among others) are present in these authors. Ideological aspects that

have to do with social history, Hispanic American identity and, of course, with

linguistic aspects that are detected in a lot of the arguments that are made in

many of these lexicographical articles. Precisely, there are many ideologemes

that emerge in the Spanish-American lexicographic discourse.

For instance, from the examples it will be possible to appreciate the

ignorance that the lexicography from Spain had of the Latin American reality

(it can be seen in the case of the lexicographic articles on demonyms). Also, the

problems that have been generated, from the Spanish-American lexicographic

discourse, due to the fact that the information present in the Royal Spanish

Academy’s Diccionario is insufficient or non-existent in relation to the Spanish-

American lexicon (as in bonaerense, porteño or bolívar). At the same time, some

reflections and disputes were shown related to how long it takes to

“consecrate” a neologism of irregular formation from Latin America within the

official lexicographic tradition (as in independizar).
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In summary, the majority of the authors of the Spanish-American

lexicography until well into the twentieth century handled one exemplariness:

the variety regulated by the Royal Spanish Academy (RAE). In this way, I

emphasise, the information that exists in these lexicographical articles tends

to be, above all, a dialogue with this entity. There is not, strictly speaking, until

well into the twentieth century a knowledge of the concept of linguistic variety

and this, most times, is usually considered erroneous or subordinated to a

prestigious variety. However, in these critical reflections one can see the germ

of what it is to recognise and identify oneself in the linguistic varieties of the

Spanish-American states and work towards their visibility.
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